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stern
epares
r cuts
n1ici pation or Gov. Ji m
s appro"al of a state ecobail ·Out package which
s a $273 million budget
on plan - Eastern will premake fiscal c;acrifices.
ever. these tactics will not
Jo,ed until the vice presiof each of the university's .
mcn ts meet before the
11 tor University Planning
udget at 4 p.m . Monday,
ice President for Bu-.iness
Charles Colbert.

s say Eastern
a good buy
ite impend ing
See story,

3A.
stern slashes
ulty research
ds. See story,

CARL WALK /Staff photographer

Fun 'n' laughs
Professional pool shark Tom Rossman demonstrates trick shots in the
billiards room of the Martin Luther King Jr University Union
Thursday (above left), one of sel'eral acril'iries held during Student
Appreciation Day in the Union Thursday.

Ar right, i•entriloquist James Wed8ewood , accompanied by his Irish
dummy, roams the Union speaking with students. See related story ,
page 7A.

3A.
councilwillhearhowa3
t reduc1ion from Eastem·s
will affecl the functions of
panments and ho" the
tration plans to implement
Colbert said.
reductions will affect the
revenue portion - $39.9
- of Eastern 's lotal $52.2
budget. said budget offiMorrise).
111Come fund portion of the
- $1 2.3 million - is not
ible 10 the cuti. because
fu nds are comprised of
mcome. Morrisey said.
nt Stan Rives will direct
y\ presentation and adcouncil as to the overall
the cuts will have on the
·1y, Colbert said.
would not elaborate on
'11 be discussed prior to the
strator 's mee ting, whi ch
held in the 1895 room of
artin L uther K ing Jr.
'ty Union.
Illinois General Assembly
ed the concessio n late
10 cut $273 million from
'nder of the state's fiscal
992 budget, but the propos10 be s igned by Edgar
any action is taken.
bill is be ing drafted and
be in written form before it
fore the governor. said an
spokesman.
though the Illinois Board
r Education has anticipate cuts may be implementsubordinate inslitutions.

Continued on page 2A

Member resigns amid Student Senate turmoil
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor
Student Government continues
to lie in turmoil due to internal
controversies. causing the resignation of Student Senate member
Curtiss Cline Wednesday and the
1en1ative resignation of a1 least
three other members.
Cline announced his resignation Wednesday night after he
did not receive any chair position
on a Student Senate committee.
Cline told the group he decided
last summer that he would resign
if he was not appointed to a committee chair position. When the
committee chairs were announced, Cline's name was not among
them.
"I think I worked my ass off in
St udent Govern men t . . . and I
didn 't get a c hair (position on a
committee) or a chance to go (to
the S tudent Government conference). and I was take n off the
Fac ulty Senate/Student Sen ate
Joint Committee ," Cline s aid .
" I'm mad because they didn ' t
pick the people who were best
suited for the job ... they picked
their friends."
However , Senate Speake r
Tony WieJt denied Cline's allegations tha t c ha irs were selected
because of friendship.
" I t h ink 11 was selfish on
Cu rt iss Cline ·s part to i.ay
because he didn't get a committee chair, he resigns,.. Wielt said.
"We don "t join (Student

Allegations of impropriety
continue within the senate
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS ..
Student government editor
Internal problems and conflicts among members in
Student Government continue to
surface because of allegations
by several members of continual
impropriety "ithin the organization.
The lalcsl allegations were
made by angry Student Senate
members who said they were
unjustly overlooked for leadership positions within the senate
because the executive members
were allegedly ..playing politics"
and putting their friends in the
best positions.
Curtiss Cli.ne. former Student
Senate member, resigned
Wednesday night because he
said he was taken off leadership
positions in the organization
because of alleged favoritism.
"I left because I felt it was
Government) for ourselves; we
join to he lp the students."
However, several other student
members insisted tha t internal
potitks and friendship did play a
role in the selection of committee
chairs and other leadership positions in Student Government.
"I think its just disgusting that

geuing to be too much of a
' buddy-buddy' sysrem and not
working for the students." Cline
said.
However, Senate Speaker
Tony Wiclt and Student Body
Prc~idcnt Martha Price denied
the allegations by saying the
most qualified people were
selected for leading positions.
Cline 's, and several other
Student Senate members'. allegations of impropriety within
Student Government is the most
recent controversy that has
developed in the organization.
One past dispute was settled
w hen Brett Gerber. chief of
s taff, was approved by the
Student Senate Wednesday after
he came before them for reappointment the second time.
Gerber was rejected as chief
of staff by the Student Senate on

• Continued on page 2A
the most q ualified people were
overlooked because they decided
to p lay politics (i n S tudent
Govern ment)," said Debbi e
Canavan. s tudent government
member. '"Martha (Price, student
body president) couldn't give me
any justification" for her selections of members to auend the

Conference of Student Government Affairs in March in Texas.
she added.
"It goes as far as Tony (Wielt)
and R.J. Wood. (two members
selected to go to the conference).
who are best friends.·· Canavan
said. "I feel like the) want to go
10 Texas and party."
However, Price said her selections for Lhe conference were
made ual the basis of qualifications.
" I think everyone in Student
Government has leadership capabilities ... I feel like I selected the
most qualified people," she said.
" Not everyone is always going to
be happy.
" I had to make the decision,
and I don' t have to j ustify it to
anyone." she added.
Student Senate members Blake
Wood , S helly White a nd J ill
Pfe iffer, who all said they a re
considering resigning, said they
a re u p set w ith the c ommittee
chair and conference selections.
"People on the Student Senate
need to ~ow up," Pfeiffer said.
" I think internal politics were the
reASons Curtiss and I were n ' t
reappo inted (t o the Fac ulty
Sen a te/S tude nt Senate Join t
Committee)."
'' I t's a lot of political pe tt iness." White said. " It 's rea lly
unfortunate that ha rd-working
and intell igent people weren't
g iven the leaders hip positio n
!hey deserve."

·FROM PAGE ONE
Eastern
t From page one
Debra Smitley. assistant director for IBHE public
affairs, said it is the choice of those universities and
colleges to cut money where they see fit. .
"The decision where to make cuts will be determined by the institutions," Smitley said. "We (IBHE)
will not make a decision."
A $500 million loan plan will accompany the emergency budget reductions in relieving the state's economic woes.
State legislators say the loan will be repaid by
October and its primary objective is to pay some $596
million in overdue Medicaid bills.
Last week during the public hearings before the Joint
House Committees to determine where reductions
would be made. Richard Wagner, secretary for the
IBHE, announced that cuts for the board will be equivalent to $49.3 million.
The IBHE's budget for fiscal year 1992 was $1.6

billion.
Smitley said last week chat budget reductions could
affect state institutions of higher learning in the following ways:
• Elimination of positions - decreasing the number
of pan-time faculty and student aides.
• Leaving vacant positions open.
.
• Reduction in course offerings for summer sessions.
• Reduction in equipment and library purchases.
• Delays on repairs of facilities.
• Reduction of spring term awards provided by the
Illinois Student Award Commission. This will affect
the Monatary Award Program for some 90.000 students, Smitley said.
"At the end of the month, Edgar will certify the budget by line number with comptroller Dawn Cl~k
Netsch," Smitley said, to monitor the amounts that w1Jl
be put on reserve - thus witnessing the impact of the
cuts.

Allegations
* From page one
Jan. 8 by a 13 to 9 vote, two votes
less than he needed. Gerber was
approved by a majority. yes vote, in
which no roll call was taken. He
was reapproved after the five senate members who were absent on
Jan. 8 were present at Wednesday's
meeting.
Gerber, who had served as chief
of staff for fall 1991 and had to
reappointed and reapproved for the
spring semester, said the reason he
wasn't approved the first time he
came for reappointment was
because of an internal controversy
surrounding the election of Wielt.
whom he supponed, and the ousting of former speaker Blake Wood.
Gerber said some senate members who were in suppon of Wood

were unhappy with the Dec. 4
speaker of the senate election. He
said all of the people who voted
against him were for Wood.
However, Wood and several
other senate members said Gerber
was voted down the first time
because of a failure to perform his
duties and not because of the
speaker of the senate election.
The major controversy surrounding the speaker election was with
the disallowance of an absentee
vote made by senate member Dan
Kirk. Kirk said he called from
Chicago on the day of the election
and asked Kristy Koch. executive
vice president, if he could vote by
absentee. Koch said she told Kirk
she "would check on it," but Kirk
said he was left with the impression
that his vote would by counted.
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Lunch: Italian Beef w/fries $2. 99

4 o'clock club
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BULLS FANS!
Catch the Bulls on the BIG SCREEN!
7 p.m. Friday Bulls vs. p· ·tons
7 p.m. Saturday Bulls vs. Rockets
25C HOT DOGS during the game.

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

Kirk later found out through a
leak in the confidential vote for
speaker of the senate that Wood
had lost by one vote, 14-13, not
including Kirk's vote.
Another alleged impropriety in
the senate was that most of the people who were selected as chairs of
committees, for the Student
Government conference and in
Texas. and other leadership positions, were running mates in the
spring Student Government elections, Cline said.
Although Student Government's
internal conflicts are increasing.
Wielt remains optimistic.
"I see smooth sailing for
(Student Government's) future. It
can't get any worse than this," he
said.

$7.95plustax
Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 1/31 /92

Late Nite Special
FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10p
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than ·
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other Otte
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s: Eastern remains affordable
ough cuts in education
lurt many state universitem 's affordability may
It through the current
on. according to two univice presidents.
purchase education like
urchase anything else,"
ice President for Student
s Glenn Williams. "You
the greatest value for the
cost. People shop around
II comes to education."
tlliams said that today's
is recognize the value of
s and are looking out for
future more than ever
re is no doubt that peould take a look at things
our housing costs. text
... quality of staff ... transon (and location). These
ings that other schools
point to very much." Willadded.
e President Charles Colid Eastern offers competiition. and because of the
ion. more people are takvamage of it.
cople are going back to
I (to further their educa. and those who are in
I feel that it's best to
n there," he said. "Studo not want to test the job
right now."

"During times of recession ...
it is not uncommon for people to
seize the opportunity to get better jobs for themselves," Williams said.
Williams also said that he
would describe Eastem's enrollment as "stable;" enrollment is
up by only two people for a total
of9,757.
However. for the first time,
Eastern has more than a thousand graduate students, Williams noted.
Whether enrollment remains
stable depends on a lot of
things, he said. Eastern has a
large number of seniors who
will soon graduate and that will
be a factor, he noted.
Neither Williams nor Colbert
could say exactly how possible
cuts in financial aid may affect
students.
"As of right now, we have not
gotten serious recisions in financial aid," Williams said.
However. it would definitely
be one of the many areas considered for cuts. he said.
"Money is tight right now
(and) some students depend on
that money,'' Colbert said. "It's
hard to anticipate what the impact wi 11 be."
Colbert said cuts in financial
aid have the potential of having
a significant affect on students.
However, Colbert did say
that, financially speaking. "this
institution is very solid."

say contest offered
r Black History Month
conjunction with Black
r) Month. The Daily
n News is sponsoring an
contest.
tries must focus on the
, Cultural diversity: buildbetter future. Each essay
portray a person, time penan event - local or other- which has promoted the
ement of cultural diversiwhich can promote cultural
'ty in the future.
es also require the essays
SOO words or less.
contest is open to all stuexcept for those currently
ng for Student Publicaand any past editors of
publications.
·es are being taken now
News office and must be
ned no later than 4 p.m.
13.
ging for the contest will
place the week of Feb. 14

Cultural diversity

Ruscitti, Residence Hall Association president; Johnetta
Jones. director of Minority
Student Affairs; Craig Eckert,
sociology department.
The winning essays and the
photos of the authors will be
published on the editorial page
of The News the week of Feb.
24 to 28.
Prizes have not yet been
determined for the contest.
Advertisers who would like to
donate prizes or cash must contact The News advertising
department. A minimum donation of $10 is required for
advertisers to be a part of sponsoring the contest.

ges include Ruth Riegel,
Bish department; Rich

:
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Eastern cuts
i
summer faculty 5
research grants !•

.

Staff writer

Because of an upcoming
state budget callback, President Stan Rives will eliminate the Summer Presidential
Research Grants program for
the upcoming summer.
Graduate school Dean Larry Williams said the $2,000
grants will be discontinued
for the upcoming summer, but
Faculty Research Awards,
which are awarded during the
academic year, will still be
awarded.
"Each year we have had
about $50,000 to give out 25
to 30 grants," Williams said.
"This year, because of the
budget constraints, we have to
retain some money to the budget. We anticipate we will still
have the academic awards
next year."
Williams said the $2,000
grants have been given out for
the last several years to aid
faculty in research.
To obtain a grant, faculty
members could submit a proposal to engage in an area of
research. The proposal then
would go to a review council
on research, and the council
would submit a recommendation to Rives.
Edwin "Bud" May, director
of research and grants. said
the overall university budget
situation is the cause for these
cuts, and he ruled out any
speculation that the recent
faculty salary increases had
anything to do with the cuts.
"We have had these grants
for a number of years," May
said, "but not every year.
There were some years in the
•80s that did not have them."
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DEPRESSED

YOU SAY THERE'S NO CUTIE
THAT CALLS YOU A BEAUTY1

NO ONE TO CALL YOU THEIR OWN1
WELL YOU'VE GOT ONE LAST RUBJ

A JIMMY JOHN'S SUB1

OR A HUG FROll YOUR llAllA BACK HOllE

JIMMY JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS
"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA

CJlmnw John'• lne. 1A111

Ziggy Marley and the Melody
Makers will perform in Lantz
Gym on Feb. 7.
This information was incorrectly printed in Thursday's
edition of The Daily Eastern

News.
The News regrets the error.
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• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

345-0LDE
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Sign up begins 9:30
Cash prizes to Top 5 contestants
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9 to 1
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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News essay

contest prontotes
cultural diversity
February begins Black History Month at
Eastern and in keeping with tradition, the
News is sponsoring its fourth annual Black
History Month essay contest. Beginning
today and until 4 p.m. Friday, Feb. 14, the
News will accept entries about this year's
theme of the essay contest, "Cultural diversity: Building a better future."
The rules for the contest are as follows:
essays should portray a person, time period or an event - local or otherwise - which
has promoted the advancement of cultural
diversity or which can
promote cultural diversi- - - - - - - ty in the future. Essays
are limited to 500 words. The contest is
open to all students, except those working
for Student Publications and any past editors of these publications.
Entries must be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office no later than 4 p.m.
Friday, Feb. t 4. judging will take place the
week of Feb. t 4-20. Essays and photos of
the three winners will be published on the
editorial page of The Daily Eastern News
during the week of Feb. 24-28.
The judges for this year's contest are
Ruth Riegel, English; Rich Ruscitti, RHA
president; Johnetta Jones, director of
minority student affairs; and Craig Eckert,
sociology.
The first, second and third place awards
will be given at the Black Student Union's
Miss Black EIU Pageant on Feb. 23.
The News sponsors the Black History
Month essay contest to raise awareness of
and highlight the contributions that minorities give to society, a fact which is often
overshadowed.
Events during Cultural Diversity week,
Jan. 26 to Jan. 3 t include a speaker, fashion
show, Hispanic Awareness Day and a
panel discussion.
We urge Eastern students, staff and faculty to attend university sponsored events
about cultural diversity and Black History
Month. They offer an understandingof cultural diversity issues.

Editorial

TODAY'S

''

Quon

Equal wealth and equal
opportunities of culture ...
have simply made us all
members of one class.
Edward Bellamy

.

'

'

.

Racism still going strong iii tfie 9
I have come to the reallzation that my younger sister is a
miniature Archie Bunker.
How does one enter Into the
realm of prejudice and racism?
Certainly, my 15-year-old sister
did not wake up one morning
and say "Hey, I'm number one
and anyone outside my race Is
scum - I " She had to learn It
from her surrounding environKelly
ment and the people in that
Seifert
environment.
I never realized how prejudice my sister really Is until I heard her say "I can' t
wait until I'm old enough to vote so I can support
someone like David Duke!" I nearly keeled over
when I heard this. What does she know about Duke,
or for that matter about any presidential candidate?
When I asked her however, I was dumfounded to
find out that she knew of the past controversy of
Duke stemming from his involvement in the Ku
Klux Klan.
Her knowledge of Duke disheartened me
because I actually thought the racial gap between
blacks and whites was slowly beginning to close,
and the wounds finally beginning to heal. Obviously
not.
My sister goes to an all Catholic college prep
high school In Burbank, a suburb on the southwest
side of Chicago. The majority of students at the
school are white; however there is a percentage of
minorities, mainly who live in the city of Chicago.
Even in 1992, the segregation between the
blacks and the whites exists at school. and it's not
getting any better. In the mornings when students
gather in the cafeteria before class, the blacks

I

remain In a group up In the front of the room
the whites are scattered In groups through
area.
Reverse discrimination and prejudices by
people Is stronger than ever. My sister can ci
eral examples of this at her high school, and I
there are many blacks who are racists.
But, whose fault Is it?
When you come from a predominantly
suburb on the southwest side of Chicago, y
sure to hear racial slurs and jokes everywhere
at home. And, I'm sure the same type of
sphere holds true In the predominantly bla
tlons of the city.
Parents, teachers and adults need to teach
children that people should not be judged
color of their skin or their ethnic group. If y
children are not taught that people sho
judged Individually and not as a group, then
will continue.
Racism Is a vicious circle and without ed
and examples for the young, that circle will
on an irreversible axis out of control.
Teachers need to teach children about the
history of racism and the problems it has
while parents and siblings need to set an
for the younger generation by speaking more
Individualism Instead of race.
With the presentation of the series "Roo
week as well as the special events surroundi
birthday of Martin Luther King Jr. I hope the
and old , black and white, will remember t
and apply It to the present by ending racism.
There's more to life than black and white.
Kelly Seifert Is associate news editor
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Reader has no
problem with
Trojan Man
Editors note: This letter was submit·
tee/ as a letter to the editor regardding a guest column by j.A. Winders
on Jan. 17.
Dear editor:
As a fellow student and SPIN
magazine reader, I can not believe
you have a problem with "Trojan
Man.'·
This stiff has no sense of morals,
does he? No, he Is just tlying to keep
the human race from wiping themselves out of existence. Also. you
probably dislike the physicians and
chemists who found cures for gonorrhea and syphilis. They were proba·
bly immoral as well. Lacking good
character because they promoted
sex without education. Well, those
Immoral jerks. How dare they preserve life. Well. Jason I don't know
about you, but I am almost positive
that Batman slept with Batgirl and
that Superman slept with Lois Lane.
So much for the wholesome and
moral heroes. for they fornicated
with women. I hope that someday
my children will look up to "Trojan
Man" because he could very easily

save their lives someday, I don't
believe Batman or Superman could
do that.
Furthermore, I was one of those
teenagers who had been involved
with sex at an early age. Why should
you want people to pay for their mistakes for the rest of their lives. That's
exactly what would happen if it was
not for the acts of superheros like
"Trojan Man;" 14-year-olds would be
dying of AIDS!
Todd Reardon

Sidewalks need
attention when
weather is bad
Dear editor:

Due to the recent snow storm and
freezing temperatures we have
recently encountered here at
Eastern, we all have had to deal with
the burden of wearing extra layers of
clothes, digging out our hats and
gloves from the dark depths of our
dosets, and the pain of leaving a few
minutes early for dass in order to get
there on time. As we're rushing to
dass our lives are in danger because
of the thick layer of ice that has
enveloped the sidewalks. Forgive me
if rm wrong, but is It not the
University's responsibility to have the

sldewalks dear and ice free
safety of the students and fa
I realize the storm was
abrupt but I personally wi
one snow plow dealing off all
sidewalks on campus.
I could have picked up
snow in by bare hands th
plow was picking up, and
happened to salt? Somewhere
the line did we forget th
speeds up the melting pr
Ice? I did not see one grain of
the entire campus. Normally I
not get this upset over ice on
walks because I grit my teeth
bear It like everyone else.
past Friday I witnessed ah
capped man trying to mane
wheelchair from the library q
his car in the parking lot behl
library.
His wheelchair had absolut
traction on the ice. If it wasn't
concern of passers-by the man
ably never would have made it
car.
I hope this letter opens some
pies eyes to the ~plowing se
we have here on campus and I
that some action will be tak
Improve It. I would also like to
those people who took the ·
help the man get to his car.
Becky

SA
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ehicle burglarized Sunday
33-year-old DecaLur man
burglary from his motor
e Saturday at Ted's Ware102 N. Sixth St.
J. Schoneman told police
one broke into his car and
a black leather jacket and
cassette tapes.
reports said a suspect or
pried the side window out

on the driver's side of his car to
gain entry. There are no suspects in
the case.
In other items among the
Charleston Police Department
reports:
•Cynthia L. McCloskey. 2100 E.
Madison. was arrested Tuesday on

charges of aggravated banery. criminal damage to property. resisting
arrest, possessing a hypodermic
syringe and obstructing a peace
officer.
The incident occurred at 7:35
p.m. at the Laundry Queen Laundromat, 4 State St.
• Wayne Tinsman reported a
sewer gate stolen from his property
at 505 N. Division St. Tinsman
reported the incident at 8:39 p.m.
Saturday.

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

r----------,
r----------,
Small Single :
: Large Single :
1

Pizza 1 : Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke: : & Quart of Coke :
1 Ingredient

o students given court date :I $7.95 :I :I $5.95 :I
Eastern students arrested on charges of battery.
I) conduct and resisting arrest in November
of Stu's Bar. 1405 Fourth St.. have been given a
dale of Jan. 27 at 11 a.m in Coles County Circuit
ueal R. Williams and Jesse Jenkins, both of
Oth St.. were freed on 10 percent bond following
v. 24 arrests and refused a plea bargain option
1minary heanng last month. They requested a
.ll1d had one charge of trespassing dropped.
men. ~ho are black, allege they were attacked
ten b) 10 to 15 white men outside Stu's followsagrcement over a spilled drink. Williams and
said lhe fight began after they tried to find the
who broke Williams' glasses.

The two claim the group of white students was
allowed to leave the scene of the fight after police
arrived and arrested them. None of the alleged attackers
were arrested. Williams said last month.
At a meeting Wednesday night, United Student
Union President Man Edwards asked group members
to help raise money for Williams' and Jenkins' legal
expenses.
Williams and Jenkins planned to file a countersuit
against the Charleston Police Department but now their
first priority is fighting the charges and avoiding a
prison sentence. said Edwards. who is a friend of the
two men.
Edwards added that he was told they had hired an
attorney but he said he did not know who.
Williams and Jenkins were unavailable for comment
Thursday. Attempts to reach them by phone were
unsuccessful all week.

I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345-2844 I
:

Expires May 31 st. 1992 :

:

Expires May 31 st, 1992 :
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Large Two
:
Small Two
:
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke : : & Quart of Coke :

! $9.25 ! : $6.95
:

Expires May 31 st. 1992 :

:

Expires May 31 st. 1992 :
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National Marketing
Company Needs People
Wth Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

14 12 Broadway

Mattoon, IL.

Friday, Jan. 24
"CATCH 22"

Saturday, Jan. 25

(GLASSES PROVIDED)

'llCK IN nm PArfl'S

0

Sunday, Jan. 26
RBOWLPARTY
AITTR GAME SAND
'OUT Of CONTROL.

Mon-Sat
Lunch 11-1 p.m.

Dinner 5-10 p.m.
7 days a week

(no cover)
ust be 2 l years old

(fl,
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WHEN: Fri. Jan. 24th
*Sat. Jan. 25th* SPECIAL SHOWING
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Gus Bus returns to service
"All four gentlemen were just
wonderful," he said. "They
don't care about the money ...
they just wanted to pick the best
way to be of service to the students and how to get more bar
owners involved."
Lyons said a few other bar
owners who support the program were unable to attend the
meeting, but they will be at the
next one when letters of intent
are available for the bar owners
to sign and a route for the bus to
follow is decided on.
One of the suggestions from
the bar owners was a little surprising considering the bars are
only open until I a.m .. Lyons
noted.

By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

Students will be able to hop
back on the Gus Bus beginning
Feb. 7.
Robin Lyons, Gus Bus coordinator, said he met with three
local bar owners and the owner
of Burrito Heaven Thursday to
talk about the Gus Bus program
and to hear any suggestions to
improve the program.
Scott Smith, owner of Burrito
Heaven, Tom Reynolds, owner
of Friends and Company, Dave
Isabell. owner of Roe's Tavern,
and Don Yost, owner of Stix,
are eager to get the program
underway and had several helpful suggestions, Lyons said.

"They (bar owners) want the
Gus Bus to run later 'til 2 a.m.,"
he said. "They want the bus to
come back on a final lap and
also take (students) to food
establishments because they
think it's important to have food
before they go to bed."
The Gus Bus will run nine
times in February, four times in
March and nine times in Apri I,
Lyons said.
He added that most of the bar
owners seem to be backing the
program whole-heartedly as is
Mayflower Contract Services,
where the bus is rented from.
"We've got a 101 of support
from the bars." Lyons said.
"Finances are not a problem."

..------------.,
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- WITH THIS COUPON 1/2 Price Haircuts
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HOURS: Mon - Thurs 9-8
Fri & Sat
9-5

o
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----------Must Present Coupon
Expires 2-14-92
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Open Mon.-Fri. l 0 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
Sat. I0 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Across from Will Rogers
718 1/2 Monroe Ave., Charleston, IL

TIM( Tt1(4TI)(. 3.00...,_....
Alll'Oowntown Malloon • 258·8228
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PICTURES

Be'aiity

e.loiltflpm

FATUER.of the BRI

Beast:
The most
beautiful
love story
ever told.

Love is wonderful.
Until it happens
to your only daughtet:

STEVE
MARTIN

e>-·---.[g]

FRl/SAT NITE 5:00,6.45,8c45
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & fl:45

AJOt:;.

MICHELLE

P

Dried Flowers. Baskets, Wreaths, Wood Products,Wire Produm.
Cross Stiche,
Craft Classes Coming Soo11
Call for info 345-5576

c

.JJC. U
P

with

0

WE WILL
BE CLOSED
DUE TO
A FURNACE
FAILURE.

UNIQUE CRAFTING

Cl~~MLl

J .

DUSTIN Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228
HOFFMAN
A STEVEN SPIELBERG Fiim
ROBIN

WIWAMS

JUUA
ROBERTS

"lfOoft..®l
FRllSAT HITE 4:15, 7:00.9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS HITE 4:15 & 7:00

ANNABEUA
SclORRA

SORRY FOR ANY
INCONVENIENCE.
CALL T~EATRE

FOR REOPENING
DATE.

® ....................
SAT/SUN MATINEE I :00 F-.M

THIRSTV'S
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Sigma Kappa
4.0
Maureen Raucci
Tara Rigby
Dawn Wirth

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
PRICES START AT 4 O'CLOCK WITH
NO COVER CHARGE

DRAFTS ..........................

3 .5 and above
Nicole Bryant
Jennifer Cunningham
Klm Dalton
Melissa DeNovellis
Klm Flower
Beth Gocey
Carmin Haskett
Karen Kelm
Jodi Knott

25(/;

;~~C ~~RS ...................... $200
LONGNECKS ...................$1 OO
oz.
$ OO
SUPER MIXERS ............. 28

3 - SH_OT 16

AMAREno SOUR - SLOE GIN FIZZ - RUM-N-COKE
WHISKEY SOUR- BLUE TAIL FLY -TOM COLLINS

PLENTY OF 10 HOT DOGS
THIRSTY'S DISCOUNT KEG. SERVICE
NAT. LT - 3SJ!ll plus tax&deposit
50 FREE CUPS w/ KEG

:EK

Congratulations to the Following Sig Kaps
on Achieving Academic Excellence for the Fall 1991 Semester

BEER WAR
(TIL 7 PM)

FRllSAT NITE 4:45,7:15,9:35
SAT/SUN MATINEE I :30 PM.
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45.7:15,91

Angie Kopp
Carrie Krieger
juJianne LaGrow
Lesley Myrvold
Katrina Porter
Tricia Shuck
Sally Simpson
Cara Wasilewski
Heather Watson

3.0 and above
Deana Antonelli
Jill Becker
Jill Broshaw
Tracy Cohen
Patty Culhane
Jody Daniliuk
Sherra Hart
Pamela Hill

Jacquelyn lorii
Danika Kemmis
Julie Maringer
Farrah Meis
Katrina Porter
Leah Richardson
jenny Rovansek
Jennifer Runyon

Ann Schwabaur
Sondra Svatos
Klm Swiatek
Teresa Uhl
Amy Varner
Laurie Vincent
Amy Weisman
Krissy Wills

Good Luck This Spring - Keep Up The Good Work!

10 lb. BAG ICE 50~

:EK
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Lou Reed's first album after 1989's New
York, Magic and Loss a mind-provoking
look into a darker side.
supplement to The Dally Eastern News • Friday, Jan. 24, 1992 • Section B, 4 Pages
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Hey, hey Paula
'a casual, funny friend' tnakes an Eastern appearance
I had only a rough idea of
who Paula Poundstone was
prior to receiving the press
pocket from her agent the day
re my ;t;'f&,.'i'q~~ ·~tS.. 't-R:i-.
only seen her a few times
on cable here at school {being
raised by parents who don't
believe in cable 1V. I've lived a
deprived llfe, I guess).
I found out last week she
was going to perform in the
University ballroom Wednesday at 8 p.m. and I recall reading about her in passing a few
times. I asked some of my
friends about her, and they
described her best as being
"very casual - like talking to a
funny friend on~n-one."
This best describes our
interview. Speaking with Paula
~npne is like hanging out
with a goofy friend. She's a
genuine funny girl; not an airhead like Judy Tenuta or smutty like Sandra Bernhard. She
has this gift of noting the trite
inconveniences or life and
expounding on them with the
seriousness of an earth-shattering experience.
Take this for example:
when I asked her to cite her
influences, she revealed,
among others, "the first
Richard Pryor film. 'Richard
Pryor Live In Concert." At the
time, both of us were clueless
as to what year the film was
released (her reason for not
recalling the name of the film
is understandable: she was giving the interview at 9 a.m Not
exactly the best time to catch
many people blight-eyed and
bJshy tailed).
"Hold on, wait a minute,"'
she said before she puts dov.m
the telephone. "I have it (the
videotape) right here across

rve

from me."
"It ('Richard Pryor Live In
Concert') was released in
1979," she said.
I thought that would be the
last discussion of the subject,
rut I was wrong.
"Y'know, I have a big collection of videotapes, but I
don't know what order they're
in, because they're not organized," she said from her
home in Santa Barbara, Calif.
"I have one of those racks like
you have for audio tapes. but
ifs for video. The manufacturers made the rack only big
enough to hold small (videotape) boxes. but not the big
plastic boxes used by Warner
Bros (video)."
"Yeah," I said in agree-

ment. "The big boxes they use
in the early ·so's. Those
things are gigantic."
"Yeah," she said back.
''1\-,:~ 'i~f\ why 'rld~ '5tri"i'~
tapes. So therefore. I can't be
organized."

•••
In her 12 years in show
business, Paula Poundstone
has been on literally every
respectable late-night talk
show and cable TV comedy
special imaginable: "The
Tonight Show;" "Late Night
With David Letterman:" and
"Saturday Night Live," just to
graze the surface. But it's her
cable specials she·s proud of
the most.
'·You're only on (stage)
doing your: act for about five
minutes, and by the time
you're rolling, you have to get
off the stage,.. she said. "You
have more time with the
(cable) shows...
And for Paula, cable has
paid off. On Jan 12, she won
the ACE Award (cable TV's
highest honor) for her HBO
special "Cats, Cars and Stuff,"
which aired last year.
"It was really great," she
said on winning the award. "It
was really fun."
"I didn't get to bask as
much as I would've liked to,'
she ackled. "There was a party
afterwards, but I had to run

o.
ff ..

Yet she didn't leave without
meeting some fellow celebrities. "David Bowie was sitting
right behind me ... (Bowie)
was very personable, and he
looked really good."
"The day before (the
awards ceremony), I went
bungee jumping in Florida,"
she added. "The place that I
did it at from had D a vid
Bowie's
greatest
h its
(Changesbowie ) just blaring,
and I said to somebody I was
jumping with 'y'know, if you
we're going to die, this would
not be a bad album to do it
to."

•••
So what doesn't Paula
Poundstone like?
"Andrew Dice Clay," she

said.
"Yeah.'' I agreed. ·"That act
can get redundant after

awhile."
"Yeah," she replied. "And

plus I'm not a moron."

•••

Paula Poundstone sans her trademark stool. Poundstone's comedy routine will be
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the University Ballroom. Tickets are $3 for students with ID,
$5 for the public and is sponsored by the University Board.

For four consecutive Friday
evenings in February, Showtime will air "The Paula
Poundstone Show," which
Poundstone describes as simply "entertainment."
"It's not going to change no
one's life," she added. "It's not
intervie\.VS with big stars with
film clips. Ifs just talking to
people ... talking to regular ole
human beings . . . I thought it
was really fun, and I think the
audience thought so, too...
But Paula said to expect
something a little left-of-center

every night.
"One night we had a lawyer
come on who teaches a lot of
law classes, and he taught
everyone how to write their
ov.m will," she said. "We (also)
had a guy come on who was
bitten in the head twice by a
shark."
"We tried to get some interaction between us (on stage)
and between the audience."
she added. "I wanted to be as
interactive with the audience
as much as possible."

• ••
A friend of mine who's a
big fan of Poundstone told me
that if she had any trademark
in her comedy routine, it was
sitting on a stool during her
performance.
"Do you take your own
stool with you when you perfonn your act." I asked.
No. I try to travel as light
as possible." she said. "You
can get a stool everywhere...
"It's not like I couldn't stand
up for a whole show or something."

Lou Reed's Magic And Lo
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BANDS• EVENTS • EXHIBITS

YOU MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE TO ENTER THESE ESTABLISHMENTS.
FRIDAY
Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
Jazz Trio
in the Dungeon ...
27th City
with
Catherine's Horse
$2
9 p.m.
• Ted's
102 Sixth St
Sticky Wicket
$2 ($1 8-10 w/ coupon)
9:30 p.m.

• Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Joker X-press
$2 ($1 8-10 w/ coupon)
9:30 p.m.

Compiled by J.A. Winders
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PARTY! PARTY!

® LITTLE CAESAR'S
3 West Lincoln, 345-4743
MEDIUM

$7.98

TWO 4-PIECE ORDERS

LARGE

2 SOFT DRINKS $10.98
16oz. I 32 oz.
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on the breaking of the space-time
driver Alex Furlong, played by
death in an auto accident and
'Freejack'" takes place in the year 2009 after a world- future . His body has been sele
devastating decade·long depression. Our depression watch- mind of McCandless. played by
ing this travesty lasted only 80 minutes, but it took upon us involving a device entitled the "s
twice the destruction as a decade of financial and social disJagger comes into play as a
mantlement in that it took from our pockets $11 and most with an odd look of a phased-otJ
importantly our sense of dignity and taste.
been commissioned to hunt down
The talent could and most likely still does "exist within the Furlong.
thin walls of this film through the the actors' previous cred
The film made us wax nost
its. The film could have been carried with only the single tal- Friday nights back in the late 70 s
ents of the likes of Emilio Estevez, the shifty Billy the Kid by the adventures of Bo and
from ''Young Guns," Anthony Hopkins, the ever-hauntingly Hazzard.·· Otherwise, "Freejack
erie Hannibal Lechler from "Silence of the Lambs," and futuristic selection of Duke
Mick Jagger, who has performed in such movies as "Ned "Total Recall" setting.
Kelly" and "Performance." A complete and total waste of
It is also interesting to note I
motion picture talent on the same plane of existence as within many Hollywood circles is
"Ishtar."
the best actor Oscar for his perf
The plot hinges, loosely granted but hinges neverth_e~less~_La_mbs " could ha
~t~
As of late, outgoing Eastern
President Stan Rives has, although
completely unintentional, become our
whipping boy. lf anyone cares to
remember two weeks ago, we chose
one of our own (albeit in a very narcissistic fashion) to replace Stan after his
imminent retirement.
This week we take his car. All over helluva good deal at Diepholz Chevrolet
the damn place.
out of it.
A rider in his "departing contract"
We here at Talk were indeed in awe
g ives Stanza $700 a month for five of what sat before us. We wondered w
months for automobile expenses. This about how many times a month Stan
is not included in the $8,900 monthly could travel to certain assorted locations
salary for 14 months. Now the $8,900 throughout the Charleston area in addia month doesn't really fry our collective tion to other spots both within and outburger, as this kind of pay is common in side the bounds of the United States.
any Department of Outgoing Big Men
Not being math majors ourselves (or, w
on the Totem Pole. But this $ 700 better put, maintaining barely any math c
monthly tab for car expenses? With that skills at all) we proceeded to look under
$8, 900 allowance the Stanmeister's every rock and peer into all the dark
getting, We figure he can pick up one corners we could find in an attempt to
By J.A. WINDERS

and IUCH BIRD

• Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
Fossil Dogs
in the Dungeon ...
$2
9p.m.

2 CRAZY BREADS

Magic And Loss, in probably its best
description, is a morbid affair. It is not the
album you play when you're getting ready
to go out on a Friday or Saturday evening,
nor is it ideal listening when your spirits are
down .
In fact. I'm really not sure what frame of
mind one should deem "appropriate" for
audio perusal of Lou Reed's first solo album
since 1989's New York. Magic And Loss
is thought provoking and interesting - that's
for sure - but it lacks the enticing appeal
that made New York the great social commentary that it is.
A collection of 14 tracks dealing completely with the death of a loved one, Magic
And Loss is a hit-and-mostly-miss efforl
that dwells too much on the subject of
death lo the point of redundancy and artis-

Estevez, Hopkins billing can't overco

• Roes
410 Sixth St.
DJ Chris Lambert
Dead Reckoning
$2
9:30 p.m.

ONE TOPPING

By TIM SHEUBERG

tic lethargy. Although it has some good
moments, Magic And Loss is a depressing
failure as a whole. l have never heard an
albwn that revolved around death as bluntly
as this, and, for the most part, I wish I
hadn't.
The album's topic - death has also
apparently become an obsession to Lou.
"Dime Store Mystery," the closing track on
New York. elaborates on the death and
then-upcoming funeral of Pop Art legend
Andy Warhol, who discovered Reed as a
member of the Velvet Underground in the
mid '60s. Reed brings death up again on
several tracks on 1990's Songs For Drella,
a collaboration with farmer Velvet
Underground mate John Cale, which was
released as a tribute to Warhol.
But while both "Dime Store Mystery"
and the selected tracks on Songs For
Drel/a expound on death with entertaining
insight, Magic And Loss is just plain overkill
both musically and lyrically. Reed applies
New York's successful "two guitars, bass,
drwn" approach once again on Magic, yet

MOVIES

SATURDAY

2PIZZAS

Lou Reed
Magic And Loss
Sire\ Warner Bros.

28 ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

It's Almost Game Time &
You're Ready to Dine.
Don't Miss a Play, Because
We Will Be Coming Your Way!
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY, Jan. 26th from 1 pm - 7
McDonald's On Campus will be
delivering free to all on-campus housing.
(Includes All Dorms, Greek Court, &
University Owned Apartments)

Mininum Order of $15
581-6006

McDonald'

•

I

Rock n' Roll Elementary

VIDEO

death sentences
ear." While I expected Lou to include the
topic of suicide on Magic And Loss. I didn't
expect him to handle it in such a regretfully
unforgettable
fashion.
"Harry's
Circumcision" is a harrowing tale too
depressing to want to return to.
Things do pick up near the end, though.
"Power And Glory Part II (Magic,
Transformation)" takes Lou's "two guitars,
bass, drums" theory and speeds it up to a
speed reminiscent of the first Pretenders
album, and the title cut - which also serves
as the album's closer - is a lively blend of
Ghost In The Machine-day Police meets

Who's Next.
Yet it's too late by the end. All and all.

Magic And Loss is a hard to listen-to summation of a topic everyone must deal with
in their lives both as an observer and as a
victim. This album doesn't deliver a message of sorts or a lesson to learn; it just
drags you through the upsetting death
ordeals, ordeals which I'm sure everybody
would wish to avoid.

ck's many weaknesses
developed role. Mavb
· just wanted to get an up-dose
look at a Rolling Stone and Ronnie Wood was busy.
Oddly eno1.1gh, after watching this film one gets the feeling that he does not know or understand any of the characters. It is like the painful torture of watching the week's final
episode of a soap opera ... a nice cliffhanger but with the
characterization of a Saturday morning cereal commercial.
Oh well, Mick was really cool in the film. Sure you didn't
want to hear it. but hey ... it's the truth. Just picture an
aging British rock icon portraying a "Terminator"-esque.
tough-talking, badly-clad hitman.
"Fre~jack" falls into a trap laid by .. B.. movie monste
classics such as "Escape from New York." Science fiction is
meant to be that, science fiction. Like "Escape from Ne
York,·· "Freejack" would have the audience believe that in
the midst of economic. ecological. and social devastation,
man can prc~::luce amazing technology without bettering the
whole human condition - and that the cars of 2009 loo
like they were designed by Dr. Seuss.
:free.jack." After this film v.ie needed free Jack.
LOCATION
POSSIBLE # OF
TRIPS FROM OlD MAIN
The Grand Canyon
Graceland
Around Charleston's Square
Torreon, Mexico
Liechtenstein
(Germany Heights)
Ft. Myers, Fla
Mattoon's U.S. Grant Motel
Hollywood, Ca.
Chicago
Wilb Walkers east
Marty's

4
13
70,710
4

1

5
643

3
22
6,230

11.785

One last reminder: Stan can go on these
excellent adventures at the expense of
Eastern, as literally every aspect of his retirement package is being picked up by the university.
Or better put:: You thought the flights
and plights of John Sununu was bad.

'Dying Young':
dead on arrival
ByBRETWMA N

Julia. Julia. Julia! Where didst
thou go wrong?
I was moved to tears in
"Steel Magnolias:" I drooled
along with all the other guys
during "Pretty Woman" and I
confess I actually jumped a few
times during "Sleeping with the
Enemy."
I was impressed. Then it all
came to a halt with what was
suppose to be one of the
biggest hits of your career and
the summer or '91. Boy, did
you treat the audience wrong
with that piece of movie making called "Dying Young."
"Dying Young" stars Julia
Roberts as a beautiful (always),
poor (for sympathy), unsophisticated (a requirement) woman
(she better be one) who. in a
desperate attempt to find work,
applies as a nurses aid to tend
to a leukemia patient. played by
Campbell Scott.
During her interview she is
flatly turned down by the
patient's father. But as soon as
the patient takes a look at her,
he knows whom he wants to
help make the medicine go
down.
The rest of the story is pretty
predictable. First, his leukemia
goes into remission. then they
reluctantly fall in love. They run
away from his protective father,
his leukemia begins again. they
both cry a lot, and then he. .
.WHOOPS! I guess. I better
not tell you everything, especially if this is your first time
viewing the movie.
Dear Julia: it had all the right
ingredients and I wanted to like
it. But the movie wnters let you
down. It took you guys forever
to do anything even remotely
interesting. And while you and
Campbell Scott are both
appealing and talented actors,
you both aren't that appealing
and talented together.
I guess I am being a little
rough on you, Julia. I just
expected so much. Who
knows? Maybe I missed some
th ing w hile I was getting my
Raisinettes, but I doubt it.
And you've recovered, sort
of. You're playing Tinkerbell in
"Hook."
Well, let's just let hope that
"Dying Young" is the last time
we talk about your first huge
failure.
"Dying Young," may you
rest in peace.

BURR/TO
HEAVEN
Specials all Weekend
A Bowl of
DA Burrlto
Tex Mex Chill
&
&
DA
Corona OR BEER

$299

ONLY

$299

THE BEST MEXICAN

FOOD IN CHARLESTON
JUST GOT BETTER
**NOW SERVING**
BUD, BUD LIGHT, MILLER UTE, CORONA,
CARTA BLANCA, TECATE

Extra! Extra!
hear Professionals OPENS
enda and Sue formerly of Donna's
announce the opening of

Shear Professionals

Friday

r----------------,

"ON HAIR"

at 503 Buchanan
Featuring: Cuts, hair color, perms,
waxing, hairstyling & great
retail products.

Phone 345-4449
Walk-ins welcome, when available!
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Saturday
~----------------,

''STICKEY ! ! "JOKER X·:
WICKET'' gg PRESS'' o

Rock Show from Champaign ~ ~ formerly "Cheap Thrills" ~
o Playing originals PLUS o o Songs by Motley Crue, o
~
songs by Badlands,
~ N ACID~, Black Crowes, N
P

1aueensryche,

Icon, Tesla, etc. 1· 1 Aerosm1th, Anthrax, & etc.
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An Evening of Comedy
with
Paula Poundstone
Shooter Bar

$11111
• Deep Throat
• Screaming Orgasm
•Wet Dream
•Muff Diver
• P.M .S .
• Screaming Juicey
Multiple Orgasm
on the Beach
& More

The Daily Eastern
News

is now accepting
Visa and

As seen on ...
HBO
The Tonight Show
Letterman
Saturday Night Live
Showtime
WED. JAN 29th

8:00 p.m.
University Union Grand Ballroo
$3 Students w/ID
$5 General Admission
Tickets available at Union Ticket Office
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JANUARY 20-JANUAR

Today
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true story of a 42-year-old's· stuggle with anger, human
isunderstanding and the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndron1e
Stories by Jacenta T. Wilson

Survey shows some Eru te n students little n a ve
about AIDS and not co p assionate to its vict s

There is no cure. the only comrt you get is what you provide for
rself. Not only is AIDS a sence to death. ifs also a sentence
be alone.
A recent survey done by the
If you look past the word AIDS Office of AIDS, Alcohol and Drug
find people.
Information at Eastern was directed
One person in particular is Dale. on AIDS knowledge and feelings
e 42-year-old's story started towards people with the disease.
The results were divided up by
hen he was stabbed during a
age
and sex.
ugging in Chicago. The stab
of the questions that had a When A IDS came out 10 years ago, I was told hat
One
und he received never healed.
with further testing his physi- disturbing response was "Should if you were HIV positive it didn't mean you u uld
we feel compassion for all those get A IDS.
discovered Dale had AIDS.
Soon after his diagnosis Dale· s who have AIDS?"
Sixty percent of the 18 year-old
alth drastically declined. Dale
Lynette Drake
population
strongly agreed that we
ereafter moved back into his
Coordinator
of AIDS,
others home so she could care should feel compassion. Sixty five
percent of the 1 9~year·olds
Alcohol and Drug Info.
him in his final months.
responded
the
same.
He admitted openly that he was
Only 37 percent of 20 year-olds
omosexual, but had chosen to
~~~~~=::~~i~~~lk-•Ab......
~~~~~~~==:=;:::::=~:a~~:;;;:::::::::::::~~:::=
""Y .n"'"'."
s ain from sexual activity for '"'show compassion for persons
with
en years, therefore he did not
AIDS.
ow where he contracted the disTen percent of those surveyed tion..,. The answer to that question percent.
felt it was alright to gloss over the is true, but 56 percent of the popuYounger people score more
AIDS issue to prevent hysteria, lation believed it to be false.
that the older people on t e test,"
ementia, a disease similar to while 84 percent feel the truth
Sixty eight percent scored Drake said. ''I think it's be use of
heimers, which is present in the should be told regardless.
wrong when asked if "Women the generation difference.··
nal stages of AIDS, so he had
The question "It's okay to ten have a higher risk of HN infection
"When AIDS came out l 0 years
roblems remembering specific someone you have tested for HN if they have sex during their peri- ago, l was told that if you w re HN
tes.
and you're negative even if you od,·· which is true.
positive it didn't mean you would
One incident he did remember haven't," 83 percent of those
Lynette Drake, coordinator of get AIDS." Drake said, now we
s the time he first was told he asked said they would he about it if AIDS, alcohol and Drug know that's not exactly true, i
AIDS. He described the feeling asked.
Information said that when all the takes a while before you gd sympe floating in air with no anchor.
'Minorities are probably at high- tabulations had been done more toms of AIDS. ·
Another effect of the diagnosis er risk in getting the HIV mfec- women had scored in the top 80
AIDS was the loss of friend. Dale
ad family support, but friends Simons said, ''because they are still dent recreation center says the sub- Simons said, "If you shared neeseem to disappear.
people. Dale had good and bad ject of AIDS awareness is and inex- dles. had unsafe sex. or had blood
or blood products. get yourself testLots of people are afraid to days but he still kept you at ease."
haustible subject.
announce they have AIDS for that
"In our lifetime we will all be ed."
"I learned more about AIDS
Eastern doesn't offer AIDS testreason. because when AIDS first with him than l ever did in any text affected by the loss of family members or friends due to AIDS,.. said ing yet. but Simons is hopeful that
made public eye it was thought to book or seminar," she said.
strictly a homosexual disease.
they will within five years.
Being with Dale, Simons was Simons.
"With AIDS you have to take
Studies show that 1 out of 500
d was a punishment from God able to see how badly some people
gay activities.
college students have HIV and the initiative," said Simons, "peoblindly treat AIDS victims.
Sheila Simons, Eastern graduate
ple can be very selfish with this disOne example that stood out in show no symptoms.
Student, conducted one of the last her mind was when she went to
That means that 20 students on ease and not tell you they have it."
The Illinois Department of
mterviews with Dale in his home.
visit Dale and people would change Eastern· s campus have HIV and
"I'd seen old pictures of him," lanes to avoid being close to the don't know it and are spreading it, Public Health states that there is no
Simons said. "when I got to his house when they drove by. Dale Simons said.
way you can tell if someone has
house he looked like he had come told Simons that when it first went
AIDS has window period of HIV. and you must only practice
from a Nazi concentration camp.''
public traffic died down on his three to six month when the anti- monogamous sex.
Dale died in November 1991 ,
body can not be detected in tests.
The once 200 pound man had street.
dropped to 105 pound.
"People are so afraid," said The latency period of infection and but his last public statements of life
Simons extended her hand to Simons, "I can't stress education symptoms can vary; in Dale's case with AIDS and all the emotion
ale and she said he welled up enough."
it took e ight or more years before aspects will be played Tuesday J an.
2 1, noon in the Martin Luther King
with emotions. He had told her
"He's a hero in my book. With he had any symptoms.
that people don't want to touch the public attitude as it is, it's hard
Educating yourself is the mes- Jr. University Union bridge lounge.
you when they know you have to imagine someone wanting to sage that Simons and Dale are try"I always like to say that with
AIDS it's n ot who you are ,"
AIDS.
announce it."
ing to get out.
"l think that's the saddest part,"
" Know if you are at risk," Simons said," ifs what you do."
Simons who works at the stu-

''

THE BODY SHOP
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"

Beat the Winter Blahs
Get Bronze at the

BODY SHOP

Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S RL 130, Charleston. IUinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850

00!1 &Mary Thomason - Owners

We open early!
M-F 9 A.M.
SAT. 10 AM.

348-TANS
1406 6th St. Oldtowne

SEXUAL ASSAULT
COUNSELING CENTER
seeks caring volunteers
to work with victims of
sexual assualt.
TRAINING BEGINS FEBRUARY 2.

Call office (348-5033)
1·5PM MON-FRI.

S

FR....I
D.A.Y
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CLASSJRED
ADVERTISING

"My Secretary• Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.511
FREE Battery & electrical tests
FREE installation. Battery Specialists 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston. 345-VOLT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.cat/22,24
RESUMES-CUSTOM PRINTED
RESUMES WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF TYPESTYLES, FORMATS AND PAPER AVAILABLE.
PATTON PRINTING & OFFICE
PRODUCTS. 418 WEST LINCOLN, CHARLESTON. 3456331
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _214
THE PERFECTS VALENTINE'S
DAY GIFT-Video Valentines!
Made with your favorite photos
and music combined with animations on a videotape. Call for
details and a FREE kit! 1-800807-8119.
215

POLICY
The Dally Eastern
News cannot be responsible for more than one
day"s incorrect insertion.
Report errors Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear
In the next edition.
All classified advertising must meet the 2
p.m. deadllne to appear
In the next day's pubilca tlon. Any ads processed after 2 p.m. wilt
be published In the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m deadllne.
Classlfled ads must
be paid in advance.
Only accounts with
established credit may
be bllled.
All Advertising submitted to The Dally Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised. rejected, or
canceled at any time.

HnPWANTU>
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmental disabled
adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Fu!t and part-time, start
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738
18th St.
1131

M
- A-L=E__,,E,..x""'o'""'T,...-1"7"C_D_A_N_C-ERS.
Experience not necessary, but
preferred. 345-1369
t/24
BI RC_H_T_R_A_l_L_C_A_M_P_,-N. W.
W!SC. looking for committed and
enthusiastic women who like
working w/kids. We need conselors and activities instructors
for water skiing. sailing. windsurfing, dance. gymnastics. tennis.
photography, art & crafts, archery
and riding. Also. needed canoe
and backpack trip leaders, secretaries, nurses, cooks. and kitchen
helpers. Mid-June, Mid-August.
Top pay & transportation
allowance, room & board On
campus interviews. Contact
Richard or Mary at 414-962-2548.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
Skilled dancer to teach local
teenager socialirap dance. Excellent pay. Phone 967-5605 after
6:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

The Dally Eastern
News assumes no llablllty if for any reason It
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL

lRAININ<i/ScHOO

LS
HELP WANTED
WANTED

ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS

FOR SALE
FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
Dc\lly

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

Students 0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run-- - - - - - - - -- - Ad to read:

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor----no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0

Cash

0

Check

0

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each ronsecullve day
thereaher. Students wilh valid ID 15 cenls per word first day. to cents per word
each consecutJve day. 15 word minimum. Student ads most be paid in advance.

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered fibelous
or in bad taste.

2 Female Subleasors needed
immediately. Cambridge. Furnished, 1 1 2 baths large kitchen.
348-7881
~--------1124
Female roommate needed now or
summer semester to share nice 1
bedroom apt. $158 all utilities.
Cali 348-8612.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24

NEED. Broken or damaged guitars (or parts) Will Pay. Call 258·
6269, p.m.
- - - - ______ 1/24

ADOMlON
A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the
baby who joins our family .•.devoted, playful parents, a loving
three-year-old brother, lots of fun
and love. a good education. and
every opportunity for happiness.
Lets talk; we can help each
other. Expenses paid. Call collect: Arlynn & Ron, (217)3674769
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1124.31,217,14

ROOMMAilS
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
FOR A 2BR APT. SPRING
SEMESTER. 348-n46 DAYS.

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER, AND FALL. PHONE
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _._:511
Now renting for fall '92 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231
-.,-,----.,...,..,---...:511
1 block north of Krackers: 11081114 4th St. 10-month leases,
August 1-June 1. $135 per person . 3 bedroom apartments,
groups of 3 only. Paid by
semester. Call Jan or Charlotte
at Eads Realtor 345-2113
511
O_L_D__T_,O_W_N__E,_A__P_A..,,RTM=--ENT_S__,FOR
RENT. ·92.·93. FOUR DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS. 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.511

llESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW/

DAYTONA
BEACH
s M"11 NICH1S
SOUTH PADRE IS&A#D
SAND 1 NJGH1S

STWBOAT
l. 5 ANO 7 NIGHTS
PANAMA
CITY BEACH
1 NIQ{T$

FOITLAUDEIDALE
1MGHIS
HlLTO!
HEAD ISWID
SAND 7 NIGHTS
llUSTAllG ISWlD I
POIT
S ANO 1AIANSAS
NICHTS
tttll Annual

cetelMatlont

- lflM
- lffl
ff
- Ifff
- lfJI
- Iffl
- If21
"

QI
..,..

:I

..~"

TOU FI& llFORUTIOfl I llSEIVATIOllS

1·800·!21·5911

=

~~

1 Eatery
e Ruth, for one
13 Hersey's bell
town
14 Tuscan marble
canter
111 Capitol covers
1s With 55 Across,
0. Henry work
11 Porter
11 Blockhead
20 Chemical suffix
21 Sights in
suburbia
22 The Hyades, to
Dionysus
a French
Polynesia's
capital

511
One. Two, Three. & Four bedroom apartments. houses, for
next school year. 345·6621 (if no
answer leave message) 3488349.
(APARTMENTS FOR FALL) 2-3
bedroom for 2 or 3 students. Ten
month lease Close to campus
Call RENTAL SERVICES 3453100 trom 3-9p.m
1/24
Elticiency available immediately
581-5627 ask for Mike after 5.
1/24
Large one bedroom apartments •
875 7th, quiet area, reasonable
rates, 1o month lease. Aug. 1 to
June 1 call 345-7387, 5-7 p.m.
only.

=-:~~---=-,...-.,--1~4

Fall 92 Houses. 5 bedrooms 314
Polk, 3 bedrooms 1606 11 th,
1806 11th, 1210 3rd, 1036 2nd.
Apt. 415 Harrison. Call 348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 213

ONE BEDROOM APARTME
Ideal for 1 or 2 persons. 'I
campus. 345-2416.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

TWO BEDROOM APARTME
2 or 3 persons needed. N
campus. 345-2416.
1
MORTON PARK APARTME
Now leasing for Fall. Two
rooms completely furnished. •
ing fans, very nicely decorat
Close to EIU. Water. garba
and cable. TV included in rent
month lease. $160 each lor I
$200 each for two. 345-4508.
1
L-in_c_o_ln_w_o_o_d/-P-in-e-tr-e-e--9-m
lease for Studio 1. 2. & 3
room apartments. SHOW
NOW!!i 5 minutes from ea
Llncolnwood/Pinetree. 3
Houses For Rent 1992-93
year. 2-4 bedroom, 1-3 bed'
could be expanded to 5 o
rooms and 1 2 bedroom e
cy. All less than 1 block
campus. 9 1 2 month !ease

0440.

CAMPUS CLll!S

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR 3
BEDROOM HOUSE SPRING
SEMESTER, OWN ROOM, $t00
+ UTILITIES. CALL 345-7256
AFTER 6:00P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1124

ACROSS

Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991 ·92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, tO 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.

511

fORltt.NT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1131

majors needed to volunteer at sci·
ence expo, "Expanding Your Horizons", aimed at keeping jr. high
girls interested in the science fields
on Saturday Feb. 22. Call Lori
(2605).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
Give the unforgettable gift. University Hard Bodies. male-female
exotic dancers. Cali Duke 309-4547846.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

FOR RENT

&..

WANTED

HELPIHELP!~ELP!Science!Malh

ROOMMATES

LOST

LIFEGUARDS: Mattoon YMCA
currently taking applications for
lifeguards. Applications can be
picked up at YMCA front office
221
N_
16th
Mattoon.
__
_in_
_ _ _ _1/27

fORROO

_..

29 Brooks or Blanc
30 Soul, an St.·L6
31 Canyon mouth
32Autocrat
34 City 1n SW Ill.
3e Belgian tots?
38 Little moon, old
style
40 "Weare as
much - - see":
Thoreau
41 J. Fonda role m
"Klute"
42 Shoshonean
43 Immature
45 Plans
47 City in Iran
48Henry-Wallace
so Bern's river

ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have their first pledge meeting on S
Jan. 26 at 3:30p.m. at the APO office. Meet in the northeast gym
McAfeegym
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a musician/cantor wo
on Sat.. Jan. 25 at 1-3p.m. at the Newman Center for those inter
In helping with music for Newman Masses. ,
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Hospitality Dinne1
Bishop Dan Ryan on Sat., Jan. 25 at 7:30p.m. at the Newman Cen
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have weekend masses on
6:30p.m & Sun , 11 :OOa.m at Buzzard Aud. Bishop Dan Ryan is
ing to celebrate with us.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have praise and w
service on Sun., Jan. 26 at 10:30a.m. al the Christian Campus
located south of Lawson Hall. Everyone is welcome! Come early
donuts and juice. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Sunday Supper on Jan
5:00p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. Everyone is welcome: but
come by or call 348-8191 to let us know you're coming today.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU Lighthouse will be open on toll
9:00p.m.-1:00a.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center
Lighthouse is a bar alternative Music/dancing and fun beg
9:00p.m. Look for the flashing light across from Lawson Hall
every Friday night.
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. will have an informational m
on Jan. 26 at 4:00p.m. at the Afro-American Cultural Center Al
ladies are welcome. There will be plenty of information.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will be showing every Friday aft
at 4:00p.m videos entitled "Pair Bonding• by Dr. Donald Joy al
Wesley Foundation This Is a good series for dating couples to
together or for singles.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day o
any event. Ali Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday Is the deadline for Friday, Satur
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publ1
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

51 Far from fair
52 Sedan summer
" See 16 Across
sa - - space
60 Instruct again
61 - - den Linden
62 "Believe--":
Ripley
63Crews

DOWN
1 Arp's art style
2 Dagon. e.g.
30esignate
4 Compass pt.
5Gat
&Lots
7 Sci. room
&Suave
8 Like snow or
sugar
10Security
transaction
u Poetic
preposition
12 Headland
1S Old King's side
dish?
19 Singer
Lehmann
21 · - - porridge
hot ... •
23 Second-largest
planet
24 Hammed it up
25 Sanity
26Babyfood

27 •..
sell-sacnhcmg
love of
•·
Poe
28 Breakfast dtsh
21 Ahce Hegan
Rice's heroine
330nager
35Like some
leaves
37 Comet, e g.
38 Kind of colony

44Famed
Hollywood
dress designer
•Audition
48 " It - - Be You"
49Cipher
52 Singer James

ss Pour
MMakesa
boo-boo
5'Jackie'ss
MSeine
57 Cpl., for one
59A French

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-90o-4
5656 (75e each minute).

F

F<:-.I
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$150 per student per
artment six blocks from
Laundry, four to five
s, four to six people,
month. Two bedroom,
four people $360 per
Efficiency $120 per
Available summer and
31. Leave message.
~=---:-----;----:-1 /30
Townhouse for 4 peoeach, plus special avail2363.

Van Halen tickets! $42.00/pair.
Februaru 5. Call Robert 5812791.
-----,-,--,-,--=---1/24
'86 Pontiac 6000. Exe. working
cond. 46,000 miles. Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.
-=----..,.----.,.-----.,,,,..,511
Stereo in great condition,
includes: lntereorated receiver,
cassette deck, turntable. four
speakers and cabinet. $395. call
348-8174 aher 5:00 p.m.

2124

---------~213

~IO_N_ _
B_,O,....N~u"'"'s""-""'s'1GN

:.SPONSORED BY BRITIDGE HOA-CALL FOR
: C21 WOOD 345·4489,
0, B.R. HOA MGR.
-----,,---:--~2121
apt., 3 to 4 persons.
St. Close to campus.
newly remodeled for '92year. 1o month lease.

5848.
~--,.---.,_.1128
e bedroom apartment,
r EIU. range, refrig.,
irovided, no pets, 2 peo$310/mo. 345-4220.
1131
""u""'e,.,..L""'EA.,..,s""'o""'R,,.....,...,N=EE=DED.
ACROSS FROM CAM·
ROOM. I WILL PAY
OF THE RENT PER
JEFF 348-1083.
1124
,...,.H=o""'us""'=-.-=E:-:-X:-:T:::R-:E.,.-:MEL
E
y
BLE RENT. UTILITIES
LUDED. MUST SEEi
AFTER 4:00.
1128
,.,..s""'o'""R""'S'""'N-:-:E::--:E=-:D:-::E:-::D:-FOR
MMER. 4-5 ROOMNEEDED. BRITTANY
REALLY NICE. CALL

..__ _ _ _ _1127

,Lost ·&., fOUNJ>
Found: Tan Aussie-type hat.
Claim at Daily Eastern News
office.
1/24
=F-ou_n_,d,...w_o_m_a_n-=-·s_w_ed__,.,d,,..ln-g'b-and In
Stix on 1-17. Call Chris 345-5632.
=""--:--::----:-:-,:--,:o-1 /27
Bike round near University court
Call to claim 581-8011
---------1/28
Lost Gold bracelet on campus,
sentimental value. REWARD
CALL 5030.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28

~o-='TAr-=c=o=-Ro~LLA~SR-5.

66,000 miles. AM/FM,
condition. $3,400 nego·
71.
5/1

~:-c:P'"'ri,..x.-=Ex=--ce-:1:-le-,nt,-c-ondl·

rust. 3.8L, V6, Call 345message if no answer.
,.,......._ _ _---,,_1127
, someone to love me,
. mix pup, FREE 382-

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

vin

and

Jean Stuecheli: you are an awesome Alpha Phi Sister! Alpha Phi
love and mine, Melissa.
,,..,...,.....,..,.,,..-==-,..,..,...-,,,..--1 /24
SPRING BREAK: Panama City
Beach. High quality rooms local·
ed In the HEART of the action.
Transportation includedll $215.111
More info. Michelle 345-3305.
2/11
.,.Jo=-A.,..,N-:-:N-:-:E=-=G7U:-::G7 L-:-:
I o=-=n=-=A-o-:f~AST;
Congratulations on getting pinned
to Mike Cartson (Pi Kappa Alpha
Alum)! Love, your sisters
~:-:--:--:-7"~:-::::---o--::--1 /24
SIGMA NUS: Thanks for a great
time! The ASTs.
1/24
B=-A-:-:R=cB=-A:-:R=-A=-S~U""L,._,L..,,IV..,.A:-:N-:-:-,-L-et,,.-'s blow
this town! The plane leaves
tomorrow. Myrtle Beach, here we
come. Love you, Maggie.
1124
A.,-.-N'""N=E-=s""'c,,.,.H""'M""'E="'L-=T=--z:-::Ec::R,.-:-=c 0 NGRATULATIONS ON ENTERING
I-WEEK. HAVE A GREAT DAY.
LOVE, MOM AND DAD.

1/24

A-LL,--~G~R~E:-::E~K=--=s=-A~S~K~E~T==BALL

Feeling like a fish out of water?
Everyone else is younger? Check
out Returning Students-Mondays
at t 1 :30 a.m., McDonald's
Lounge.
ca1/13,17.24
S~P-R"'"IN,....G.,....,,,B=R=EA.,.,.K.,..'.,,.,92 WITH COLLEGE TOURS CANCUN $429,
AIR, HOTEL, PARTIES, NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT! CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
AND RESERVATIONS. TERESA
1-800-395-4896
ca1/21 ·31, 2/4,6, 10, 12, 14,20
FREE TANS. Saturday 25th,
Sunday 26th, to introduce our
new tanning bed. Location and
special prices. Call Thursday or
Friday 5p.m.-8p.m. for appt.
Jamaican Tan 348-0357

=~=-::==--:--:---,---,-,--1124

....__ _,...._ _:--1124
Break trips to Panama
est prices available.
ront. For more lnformaKlm or Kristen 581-8014.
1/24

PANNY-Congrats on I-Week! You
are a great daughter and I luv yal
ASA Love. ERIN (MOM).
___________ 1124

STUDENTS Interested in serving
on the STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE BOARD please contact the
Student Government office at
581 ·5522. 201 Union.
1/27
'"'HA"'"p'"'p""y-=-=23=-r•d-::T:::R""1c""1A~GA:-:-::R=D1 We
can celebrate tonight. but no
Dominoes! Love ya. Shelley and
Kelly.
,..,.-...,...,.-._ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
Merideth, your an awesome APhi. Get psyched for pledge
dance. A·Phi Love, Jordan.
-----,----,-,-------,-1124
Jackie Heblor; Hang in there
were almost done. Get psyched
for Sat. A-Phi Love, Denise.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
SHANNON WILLEY: Congratulations on getting lavallered to Dan
Barris of Sigma Chi! Your TriSigma sisters are happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24

GAME JANUARY 27. The top
Fraternities and Sororilles by percentage will win $75 for first prize
and $25 for second prize.
,-,----::--::--:--=,,...,-,-.,..-:-:7""1 /24
Happy 23rd Birthday Michael
Kovich II Are you old or what? I
still love ya, thought Love, Kimberly.
1124
J~,....u~u=E~s=-c=-Y~B~E=R~T=""'-1~t's-:-b-een a
great semester and this one will
be even better! Saturday will be a
blast! A-Phi love and mine, Kelly.
-.,..,..,.....,..,......,..,..,..,...:-::--.---::--.1/24
AMY DURKIN (Goober Butt).Just
wanted to say good luck. I'm happy
for you and you're a great roommate. Prepare for the invasion, OH
NOil Love ya tons, Kelly (Peanut).
.,,----,:-----,--,---::"".:--,:---= 1/24
Super Bowl party-Brian's Place,
Mattoon. $1 Bud family bottles.
Prizes, free food. 7 ft. widescreen TV, plus 3 other TVs.
Open Sundays at 2.

--------~1124

JOEL WARNEKE Thanks for
being such an awesome Sigma
manl You're the best! Love, the
Tri-Sigmas.
-------___,.-=1/24
Congratulations
CHERYL
WAWRO on getting lavaliered to
Jeff Andersen of Della Tau Delta!
Your Tn-Sigma sisters are happy
for you I
-------..,..--1124
SARA MCDONALD: Congratula·
lions on getting lavaliered to
Damon Piper of Delta Tau Delta!
Love, your Tri-Sigma sisters.
- - - - - - - - -.1/24
JANE CORIELL: CONGRATULA·
TIONS ON YOUR TRl-SIG BID!
WE'RE BEHIND YOU 100%.
LOVE, YOUR ROOMIES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1124

Hobbes

THE PIT·"l'm a litUe acorn, round
& brown ... " Love. Morning Smile.

--,.,.-,...----,---::--:-...,.,...,1/24
Michelle-Happy 21st Birthday. I
know you'll have a blast! A-Phi
love and mine, Kathy.
:-:---::,,..,,-"=""~..,.,..,.--,.,...--1124
Hey PHI SIG's-We can't wait to
party with you guys tonight! II
should be a great tlmel Love, the
men of LAMBDA CHI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24

Off1~1Ai
•·
INTERNSHIP OR FIELDWORK
All Leisure Studies majors or
minors planning to take their lntemshlp or fieldwork during the Summer or Fall Semester 1992 must
attend the following meeting.
Tuesday, January 28, 1992,
5:00p.m. McAfee 137
Dorotha Johnson
Coordinator
SPEECH-HEARING
SCREENING
A speech and hearing screening
is required for admission to Teacher Education/teacher certification
programs. Students who have not
had a speech and hearing screening at EIU may call the SpeechLanguage-Hearing Clinic to make
an appointment, 581-2712.
Mary Anne Hanner
Clinic Director
JEWISH VOCATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL
AID HAS RECEIVED AN
ANNOUNCEMENT OF SCHOL·
ARSHIP GRANTS FROM THE
JEWISH VOCATIONAL SERVICE.
INFORMATION CONCERNING
THE ELIGIBILITY FOR APPLYING FOR SUCH SCHOLARSHIPS
IS AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE
OF FINANCIAL AID, UPPER
LEVEL, EAST WING STUDENT
SERVICES BUILDING DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF
APPLICATION IS MARCH 1,
1992.
John Flynn
Director of Financial Aid
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS
Students who have completed
42 semester hours AND three of
the following oourses-ACC 2100,
ACC 2150, BED 2510 OR COM
2175, MGT 2750, COM 2810with a grade of C of better may
now apply for admission to the
Lumpkin College of Business
(Lumpkin Hall 112) for Summer of
Fall Semester, 1992 In order to
pre-enroll in upper-division busi·
ness classes, admission to the
Lumpkin College of Business is
required. Deadline for making
application is 4:30p.m. on February
14, 1992.

by Bill Watterson
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA would like
to wish Eastern's basketball team
the best of luck against first place
Wisconsin-Green Bay this weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
AMY WACHHOIZ & JOE MAR·
TIN: THERE'S NO NEED TO
FIGHT FOR CUSTODYI P.S.
JOE, HOW DID YOU EVER GET
HOME WEDNESDAY NIGHT?
Love, Alesha.

NOnc.ES
TW. lvarie
Dean, Lumpkin College of Busi-

ness
PLACEMENT CENTER
Jan. 28 • EIU Recruitment
Day/Job Fair Information Session,
4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m., C'toNMattoon Rm.- University Union. Jan.
30 - Mock Interview Practice,
4:00p.m. to 6:00p.m., Martinsville
Rm.- University Union. All students
weloome.
Shirley Stewart
Director - Career Planning and
Placement Center
WRmNG COMPETENCY EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree at
Eastern Illinois University, you
must pass the Writing Competency
Examination. (See undergraduate
catalog.) Register to take this
examination aher you have completed sixty semester hours ijunior
standing) and have completed the
all-university English requirement
(typically English 1001 and 1002.
or the equivaltmt). Register in person lrom 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday
through Friday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge: bring a
photo ID (driver's license preferred)
and $10 for the tee. The first of two
examinations this semester will be
given on Tuesday. February 18.
The last date to receive a refund is
February4.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
The Constitution Examination
will be given in the afternoon and
evening of Thursday, February 13.
Register in person from 11 am to 3
pm Monday through Friday at the
booth In the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the

fee. The registration period for this
exam Is January 6 - February 7.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to pass,
but on scheduled dates only.
David K. Dodd
Director of Tesling Services
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
(MAT) REGISTRATION
Students who need to take the
Miller Analogies Test (MAT) for
graduate school should pay careful
attention to the new registration
procedure: Beginning January
1992, students must register for the
MAT in person or by mail at least
seven days prior to the test date.
Test fees ($32) must be paid at the
time of registration and are only
partially refundable if the student
cancels registration or does not
take the test. Register at Testing
Services (202 Student Services
Building) or call 581-5986· for more
information.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
ALL STUDENTS
tf you are attending any class fn
which your name does not appear
on the OFFICIAL TENTH·DAY
CLASS ROSTER. immediately
contact the Registration Office to
resolve the problem. FAILURE TO
DO SO COULD RESULT IN LOSS
OF CREDIT.
Michael D Taylor
Director of Registration
LAST PREPARATION TEST
The next MOCK LSAT will be
given on WED, Jan. 29, 1992 at 4
pm. For applications, &information,
call 581-6220, or 581-2991, or 581 •
5589. This test Is based on the
newest LSAT format.
Peter R. Leigh
Chair • Pre-Law Studies Minor

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!

~'CSl~S. \\\£
~

Marianne and Chris: Congrats on
getting plnnedl I am very happy for
both of you. Love, Kathy
=-----.-----1/24
Shannon, you're an awesome APHI pledge sister! Get psyched for
a great semester! A-PHI LOVE,
Heather Held.
-,....,.,.=-=--.--.---~1/24
A-PHI'S: Thanks for everything. I
love and miss you all! A-Phi love,
MEGAN FAHEY.

,,,~
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The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD

for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
'THE 1 FOR $1 tS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

I

Name: __________________

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
(IJ&ll, NOT
~ACTt-Y..
I

IStNTTHEMA
fAX JUST 5AYING I
WAS GOIN6 7Hr<t;VJ5H

5CM8'8/G CffANGBS N

SHE:S
PReGNANT.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ __ Phone: _______
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message: (one word per line)

"
Under Class1ficatton of FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _
Expirauon code (off1ce use only)___

__

Compositor

No. wordsldays_ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Green Bay
*From page J2A
of handling the challenge they
are faced with everygame.situation.
"There is always pressure on
us," Bennett said. "We walk a
fine line, simply because we are
not a powerful team. With our
tournament experience and
everyone's high expectations of
us, the pressure is on us. But I
believe as long as we know who
we are and don't listen to what
people say about us, we will be
all right."
Heading the list of players
gunning to knock off the
Phoenix is Barry Johnson.
Johnson has emerged into the
player that most thought he
would be.
In five Mid-Continent games,
the senior forward has averaged
17.4 ppg and 10.4 rebounds per
game, which is tops in the
league.

Johnson too said that this is a
big game for the Panthers, who
are coming off of a loss to conference foe Akron.
"It's definitely a must win
game if we want to stay in the
hunt," Johnson said. "We have
to come up with a victory."
Eastern six-foot seven-inch
center Curtis Leib is shooting
close to 60 percent from the
floor (59.6) and is averaging
10.2 ppg.
Coach Bennett said the
Panthers are a team to fear
every season and this year is no
exception.
"They are an excellent team,"
Bennett said. "Despite losing a
terrific player in Rod McKinnis,
he is a player I really liked
because he did all of the little
things, Eastern is a veteran team
that plays well together.
"They are probably the most
well coached team we play all

L

year The last three or four
years, we have really had some
good games with Eastern."
The Panthers, following their
game with the Phoenix, will
host Northern Illinois Monday
in a 7:30 p.m. contest in Lantz
Gym.
Northern is coming off of its
best season ever. Last year the
Huskies compiled a record of
25-6 and recieved an at-large
bid to the NCAA tournament.
This season, Northern has
slipped a bit under first year
head coach Brian Hammel and
have an overall record of 5-10.
"They have had to make some
adjustments," Samuels said.
"They have had to make some
changes in personnel. They are
a team that can present problems for us. Northern is a big
team, with the seven-footer
(Steve Oldendorf)."
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EIU Student
Discount Specials !

$19
Glasses
Exam

2 Pairs of Contacts
INCLUDES:
$99
Our llAndard daily wear son

COMPLETE
WITH EXAM

lens", a thorough exam, cold

care kit, instructions for use
and care and 30 days
follow-up care.
!•

1/3 Off

O'Brien

CompleteG~

"From page J2A
Saturday the Panthers need strong play and leadership out of their seniors while at the same time trying to keep Bennett in check and the rest of the
Phoenix under wraps.
Another factor that could help the Panthers plight
would be a strong sixth-man. I'm not talking about
the Panthers sixth-man, Dave Olson. but a good
crowd showing. A good crowd of maybe five or six.
thousand may catch the Phoenix off guard with

(frames & lenses)

some unexpected crowd noise. Let's face it, the
Lantz Gym doesn't have the reputation of being a
mad-house.
Quite simply if the Panthers falter and the
Leathernecks can't knock Green Bay off, the league
may as well pack things in, get ready for the MidContinent Conference tournament and try to knock
off what will be a nationally ranked WisconsinGreen Bay team at tournament time.
-Don O'Brien is the sports editor for The Daily
Eastern News.

345-5100
904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of

OLD MAIN
Dr. Steven H. Lane, O.D.

Z's Hair Design
Featuring Melissa
First 25 people \\'ho call in
thac ha\'e not been at Z's
will receive a Free Hair cut

Call Now

24-Can Case
Budweiser

24-Can Case
Miller

• Bud • Bud Light
•Bud Dry

• High Life
• Llte
• Genuine Draft
• Genuine Draft Llte
12 OUNCE CANS

12 OUNCE CANS

.l.,
ml .

theJUNCTION

6-Pack
Budweiser

Bartles &
Jaymes Wine
Coolers

• Bud • Bud Light
•Bud Dry
12 OUNCE NO-RETURN
BOTTLES

Assorted, Four, 12 Ounce
No-Return Bottles

Your Choice

Your Choice

Buy Your

All You Can
Eat!!
All Day Long I

;o'.

$319

Fun!

at On-Campus McDonald's
Every Saturday & Sunday
99~ Hotcakes

$1Q99

$1Q99

expires 2/8/9

Food, Folks, & Flapjacks

Your Choice

Your Choice

345-5451

$299

KEGS

Here!

1/4 & 1/2 Barrels Available
Lowest Price in Town - Guaranteed!

!1111111111!!11~~-----------Union
Bowling Lanes & Ree. ..

T~e. JUNCTION _offers

12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,

6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this spring should stop by the JUNCTI
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMES ••.
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m........Monday Night COED
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m........Tuesday Night COED
4:30 p.m...................... Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
7:00 p.m...................... Wednec;day Night Men (Doubles)

Location ... North end of UNION STATION
Hours ••• M-TH ................. 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F ........................ 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sat ...................... 2:00 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
z~==- Sun .................... 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

UNION

11A
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en's tra.ck heads for Iowa
good weekend. Western will be tough, and we're
always suspicious about UNI."
Eastern distance aces Eric Baron and Scot!
men's track team will be 1raveling to Cedar Touchette will be trying their hands nt something
O\\a, this weekend to do battle with long- shorter this weekend. Touchette, who is looking
ab Northern Iowa and Western Illinois in to run the 5.000 meters later in the season. is
triangular meet.
entered in the mile. Baron. who generally runs the
malry between Eastern and Northern Iowa mile and 3,000 meters. will be running the 800
out boldly in Mid-Continent track history. this weekend.
v.mner of the indoor and outdoor confer"Eric has a good endurance base," said assiseets over the last JO years has always been tant coach John Mcinerney... But we want to work
the two schools.
on his speed, that's why he's running the 800. We
!his past year Northern Iowa left the Mid- also have him entered in the 5,000, but we'll only
JOin the Missouri Valley Conference.
have him run it if the team score is tight. We're
em will be taking 23 individuals this week- going to try our best to win it."
The Northern Iowa meet will be another
Other major point getters for the Panthers
for Eastern's Braidy Miller to automatical- include hurdler J im S ledge and long jumper
1fy for the NCAA meet in the 35-pound Nevin Govan.
throw.
Sledge showed his dexterous form last weekweek he came close. His 63-foot 3 1/4- end in winning the 55-meter high hurdles in 7.60
effort missed the automatic mark by eight seconds. only . I I off his best ever. Govan qualibut was still beyond the provisional mark.
fied for the national meet last year in the long
coach Neil Moore is optimistic, but antic- jump. and jumped 24-feet 6-inches in December.
that the competition will be close.
He will most likely be shooting for the provimk we 're all pretty equal," said Moore. sional mark of 25-feet this weekend. His school
11 be close. I think we're in good shape record, set last year. stands at 25-feet 4 l/2-inchjumps and hurdles. but we 'JI just have to es.
t the sprints. The throwers should have a

PROVE
OUR
CASH STOCK

Student Special
Chicken Sanwich and Fries

Everyday,ALL DAY
107 W. Lincoln

·--•
I
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I
I
I
I
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I
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MANAGEMENT GROUP
1509 S. Second St.

Royal Heights Apartments

ELL SHORT

*Open House for Fall Leasing*

AVE LONG'

Saturday January 25 1-5p.m.
• Deluxe 3-Bedroom Apts.
• Great Location (Behind White Hen)
• Fully Furnished
• 1 112 Baths
• Garage Parking Available
Call Now!

sthe 1 for $1 deal!
eDaily Eastern News
w II run your

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD

348-5312 or 1-356-8888

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.....

348-8032

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

A Large (16")
Sausage Pizza
$7.45
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week.
Offer Expires April 30, 1992.

I
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I
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I
Charleston
348·7515

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKINO UP ORDER

·--------------------~
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Lady Panthers pull
off road upset 66-6

By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

The Eastern wrestling team
will compete in its first open
meet since Nov 30 on Saturday
in the Miami of Ohio Redskin
Open.
An open meet is one in which
a school can enter as many
wrestlers as it wants. but there
are no team scores. It is based on
individual performances alone.
Most open meets occur early in
the season.
"The Redskin Open gives varsity wrestlers a chance to compete against some top-notch
competition," Miami coach
Chuck Angello said. ''But it also
gives the back-up guys an opportunity to wrestle in the month of
January."
The Redskin Open will bring
in at least eight teams from
around the Midwest Some of the
schools that will be sending
wrestlers will be Michigan
University, Purdue University
and Ohio State University from
the Big Ten Conference. and
Notre Dame. Northeast Missouri
University,
John
Carroll
University and Indianapolis
University.
"It's a good blend of competition," Angello said. "In the past
three or four years. we have had
seven or eight All-Americans
and one or two National
Champions."
This year, 15 to 20 nationally
ranked wrestlers are competing.
Four of those wrestlers are from
Miami. Pat Berdyze is a 142
pound sophomore and has a 26-4
record including one win over an
All-American. 126 pound senior
Dane Campbell has been ranked
as high as ninth in the country
this year and David Barnes and
Adam Millson have been ranked
in the top 25 for Miami. The

"I crashed the boards real
all night," Brown said. "(A
Eichhorst tried to block me o..
While senior Tracy Roller may (Tonya) Hamilton blocked H
have been the star of the 66-64 vic- out so I was wide open to
tory over Indiana State in a and put it right back in."
Gateway Conference game. juniors
Junior Karen McCaa put t
Sherie! Brown and Heather er a strong performance com
Youngman can be depicted ru. the the bench, scoring 12 po
heroes.
including two 3-pointers.
Roller pumped in 25 points on
"Karen once again came 1
the night. including Eastem's first gave us an emotional lift \\1
12, while Brown put in the game- hustle and a couple big threewinning basket off a missed ers.'' Hilke said.
Youngman free throw with eight
Things didn't look goo<l
seconds left in regulation.
first half of the game as the
Eastern was down 64-63 with Sycamore!:> were up by as
time running out when Youngman 10 points. but Eastern came
grabbed an offensive board and on with a 17-2 run to close 1he
the way up was fouled hard.
half up leading 31-26.
Youngman, who had 11 points
"We looked out for each
in the game, was shaken up on the tonight and had our beq
Lady Sycamore foul.
effort," Hilke said.
"Heather did a great job to get
"I knew this was an im
the offensive board." said Eastern game for us in the Gateway
coach Barb Hilke. "She \\as shaky our confidence," said Roller.
because she had been knocked tried to do whatever J could t
hard to the floor."
the team win."
Youngman hit the first of two
Eastern is scheduleu
free throws to tie the game at 64- Gateway battle at Illinois
64. She could have put the Lady Saturday at 2 p.m. m Bloom1
Panthers ahead if she made the The Lady Redbird:>. who are
second shot. but she missed and and 5-2. are coming off a
Brown put in the follow up bucket loss to SIU- Carbondale.
to put Eastern on top 66-64.
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
Eastern's Dave Marlow goes for a rakedown againsr SIU-£
Wednesday at Lant: Gym. The Panthers will take part in the Redskin
Open Saturday.
Redskins are 3-1 in dual meets
this year.
Eastern has been on a hotstreak as of late, winning three
consecutive dual meets and finishing third in its last two tournaments. Individually, senior cocaptains Ray Serbick (134) and
Dave Marlow ( 142) as wel I as
seniors Stan Gress ( 190) and
John Hilkey (Hwt) have all won

seven out of their last nine
matches. At 126 junior John
Weber has won seven of his last
ten.
John Wentz at 118 is questionable for the Redskin Open
after sitting out the Southern
Illinois
University
at
EdwardsvilJe meet with a sore
shoulder. Bob Johnson is also
questionable.

Phoenix here for crucial game
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

It's now or never for the Eastern men's basketball
team.
Or at least its close.
The Panthers take their 3-2 Mid-Continent record
into Sacurday's 7:30 p.m. contest at Lantz Gym with
the Tony Bennett led Phoenix of Wisconsin-Green
Bay. which currently stands at 5-0 in the conference.
"To be a factor in the race. I think it is a must win
game for us," Eastern head coach Rick Samuels
said. "They are a good team and they are going to be
tough to catch."
The Phoenix, ranked 29th in the country by the
Associated Press, have won seven games in a row
and own a 14-1 overall record. Their only loss came
on the road against a solid Nebraska team. A big
part of Green Bay's success lies in the hands of last
season's Mid-Con Most Valuable Player and United
Press International All-American Tony Bennett.
Bennett seemingly does it all. He scores,
rebounds, dishes out assists, shoots free throws and
plays defense with the best of them. The six-foot
senior guard is among the league leaders in every
category.
Bennett is averaging 19.7 points per game, 3.5
rebounds, 5.5 assists, is shooting 85 percent from
.the charity stripe and is averaging 1.3 steals per
game. He is also shooting 55.3 percent from threepoint territory. connecting on 42 of 76 shots from
behind the arch.
Wisconsin-Green Bay head coach Dick Bennett.
who is also Tony's father, said his :.on leads by

example on the floor.
"Tony plays well," Bennett said. "He exemplifies
what our team is all about. He doesn't believe he is
anything special. He just does his job and occasionall)' has a special game.
"Tony is real quiet and doesn't say much on the
court. I think that is true of a!J great players. They
are rather quiet and unassuming."
Bennett is certainly one person Eastern will have
to try and stop if it hopes to upset the Phoenix and
Samuels is weU aware of that.
"We're using more than one person guarding
him," Samuels said. "We'll want to keep a fresh
player on him at all times, because I believe one of
his best assets is that he is always moving."
Green Bay also gets production out of junior
point guard John Maninez and forward Larry Hill.
Martinez is the team's number two scorer at 10.1
ppg and is also second on the team in assists, with
4.7 a game. Hill is averaging just under 10 ppg and
i~ the team's leading rebounder, pulling down 4.3
boards per game.
As a team the Phoenix are shooting more than 50
percent from the field and are connecting on 47 percent of their three-point attempts.
Last season Wisconsin-Green Bay made a name
for itself when it went to the NCAA Tournament
and gave Michigan State a run for its money, losing
60-58. Since then. the Phoenix have started to
receive national recognition and are the target for
most of the teams that they play.
Dick Bennett said he believes his ream is capable
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The time is right
for a Phoenix eras
Last weekend most of us enjoyed our three- .
day break from classes. Things were different
for those basketball teams in the Mid-Continent
Conference though. Class was in session and
the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Fighting Phoenix were doing the teaching while
the rest of the conference took notes and listened very close.
After a pair of close road wins over non-conference member Butler and Mid-Con member
Illinois-Chicago. the Phoenix have separated ,
themselves from the rest of the pack and stand
at the head of the class.
Don
With a 5-0 conference mark. Green Ba) is a
O'Brien
game and a half in front of its nearest conference contenders, Akron and Wright State. and
hold a two-game edge on the Eastern Panthers.
After a weekend road trip that begins Saturday at Lantz Gym
key game with the Panthers and ends Monday in Macomb with a
against Western Illinois. the Phoenix will be home for seven of
last 10 games.
While there are still six weeks and 11 Mid-Continent game
before the Mid-Continent Conference Tournament in early Marc
pretty safe to say that unless Green Bay's star guard Tony B
breaks a leg or becomes ineligible for some reason, the Phoenix
walk away with the regular season crown.
I'm not saying that someone won't come and surprise Green
but if the conference doesn't want the Phoenix to fly away wi
conference title someone has to knock them off now. The ti
important because someone needs to beat them when they are
game and a half in front of the pack and not two weeks down the
when they may hold a three to four game lead.
The first team in line to shoot down the Phoenix is the Panth
win over Green Bay wouldn't only bring the Phoenix back to the
but it would also bolster Eastern 's chances at a second place s
in the Mid-Con.
A second place finish in the regular season would mean th
Panthers would draw the number seven seed in the post-season t
ment the second weekend of March in Cleveland. That translates
an easier first round tournament opponent and the only way they
play Green Bay would be in the tournament finals.
On the other hand. a loss to the Phoenix would give Green
three-gan1e edge over the Panthers and making it near 1mpossib
Eastern to grab a regular season Mid-Continent crown. What it all
up to is Saturda) \ game is Eastern 's game of the year.
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